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Background: The objective of this study is to describe the characteristics of the polyps in the
Lebanese population and evaluate dysplasia and its relation to the polyps’ locations. Methods: A
retrospective descriptive study was conducted at the Department of the National Institute of
Pathology in Lebanon and comprised a biopsy of colonic polyps or resected polyps from patients
from 2007 to 2009. We collected demographic data and polyps’ characteristics. Then, we divided
patients according to age sex, location, and histology. Results: With 2298 polyps in 1470 patients,
the mean age was 57.45 with 68% aged more than 50yo. 75.6% have one polyp and multiple
polyps are more commonly found in older patients (> 50 years). More than 20 % of polyps are
found in the recto-sigmoid area. In the right colon, people older than 50 years were more likely to
have polyps (19%) compared to those < 30 years (8.3%) (p < 0.05). In the rectum, people < 30
years were more likely to have polyps compared to those > 50 years (p < 0.01). Concerning
histology, tubular adenoma is the most common type and is more prevalent in the left colon.
Hyperplastic polyps are mainly found in the recto-sigmoid area and mainly in the age group 30-50 in
contrast to adenomatous polyps found over 50yo. Adenocarcinomas and/or degenerative polyps
were founded in 5.9% of our population. Conclusion: This study gives valuable information on
colorectal polyps in the Lebanese population regarding age, sex, dominant histology and anatomic
location. We noted a male predominance and mainly above 50 years old. The majority had single
polyps, and>50% of polyps were localized in the rectosigmoid. Adenomatous polyps were the most
common type.
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Introduction
The prevalence of Colorectal polyps is highly
comparable between the two sexes and varies from
one country to another [1, 2]. Among asymptomatic
patients, it is approximately 10% in sigmoidoscopy
studies and more than 25% in colonoscopy studies
[3].

Over 80% of polyps found in colonoscopies are
diminutive (≤5 mm) and found during routine
procedures or colonoscopies done for another
reason [4]. Some authors suggest removing all
polyps detected during colonoscopy and sending
them for pathologic evaluation while others said
that it is controversial to remove diminutive polyps
[5, 6].

Based on the 2019 WHO classification, the fifth
edition, the tumours of the colon and the rectum
are classified based on their histology into
malignant and benign epithelial tumours. Malignant
epithelial tumours are divided into adenocarcinoma
and neuroendocrine neoplasm. Benign epithelial
tumours are then divided into serrated lesions and
polyps, conventional adenomas and inflammatory
bowel disease-associated dysplasia. Serrated lesions
and polyps are further classified into hyperplastic
polyps (HP), sessile serrated lesions (SSL), sessile
serrated lesions with dysplasia (SSLD), traditional
serrated adenoma (TSA) and unclassified serrated
adenoma (USA) [7]. The risk of malignant
transformation depends on the polyp’s type, the
polyp’s size and the degree of dysplasia [8].

Neoplastic lesions arise due to dysplastic
proliferation and progression of polyps to carcinoma
and have traditionally been characterized as a
uniform progression from normal mucosa to
adenoma and carcinoma through an underlying
homogenous carcinogenic pathway [9-15]. Studies
reporting the average age at presentation of
patients with adenomatous polyps versus colorectal
cancer (CRC) suggest that the time for development
from adenomas to cancer is about 5 to 10 years
[15, 16].

The adenoma-carcinoma sequence is responsible for
more than 95% of CRC development [16]. In many
studies, it was shown that removing adenomas by
endoscopic polypectomy or surgical resection
decreased cancer risk [17-19].

The primary objective of this study is to describe
the polyps in the Lebanese population:
histopathology, number per patient, and location in
relation to gender and age at diagnosis. The
secondary objective is to evaluate the degree of
dysplasia and its relation to the polyps’ locations.

Materials and Methods
This is a cross-sectional retrospective descriptive
multi-centric study, conducted at the Department of
the National Institute of Pathology Beirut, Lebanon
for 3 years (from 2007 to 2009), All the pathology
reports of patients with polyps were reviewed and
all information was collected.

Demographic data (age and gender) and polyps’
characteristics (number, location, histology and
grade of dysplasia) were collected. Patients were
divided into three groups according to age (less
than 30 years, between 30 and 50 years and more
than 50 years), sex (male or female), polyps’
location (right colon, transverse colon, left colon,
sigmoid and rectum), polyps’ histology
(hyperplastic, inflammatory, hamartomatous,
serrated and adenoma) and degree of dysplasia
(low or high). Adenomas were classified as tubular,
tubulovillous, and villous adenomas.

All patients with hyperplastic, inflammatory,
hamartomatous, serrated and adenoma polyps were
included. Patients with the lipoma or other
submucosal lesions were excluded

All patients who underwent colonoscopy and had
polyp(s) during this period of three years were
included in the study, after approval from the
institutional ethics committee.

Data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for
Social Science software, version 21.0 (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA). For all variables (age, gender,
location, histology and dysplasia), descriptive
statistics were conducted, including means and
standard deviations for continuous variables, and
frequencies for categorical variables.

The distribution of histopathology and polyp location
were compared by age and gender by chi-square or
Fisher’s exact probability tests to calculate the odd
ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence interval (CI). The
differences with a two-sided p-value < 0.05 were
considered statistically significant.
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Results
During this study period of 3 years, 1470 patients
were found to have one or more polyps. The mean
age of the patients was 57.45 years (SD: 16.3, min:
1, max: 92). When dividing the patients into the 3
age groups, 6.5% were aged less than 30 years,
25.4% between 30-50 years and 68% more than 50
years. Furthermore, 58% of the patients were male
and 42% were female with a sex ratio M/F: 1.38.

Regarding the number of polyps, a total of 2298
polyps were identified in 1470 patients. We found
that 75.6%, 14.9%, 7.3% and 2.2% had 1, 2, 3-5
and more than 5 polyps, respectively. Younger
people (< 30 years) are more likely to have a single
polyp (94.3%) and none of them had more than 5
polyps. Whereas multiple polyps (≥ 2) were more
commonly found in older people (> 50 years) (Table
1). There is no statistically significant correlation
between the sex and the number of polyps (p =
0.155).

Polyps were more commonly found in the rectum
(31.2%) and sigmoid colon (29.8%), followed by
the right colon (18.4%), the left colon (11.2%) and
the transverse colon (9.4%), without correlation
between the sex and polyps’ location. We found a
statistically significant difference between the 3 age
groups in the right colon and the rectum. In the
right colon, people older than 50 years were more
likely to have polyps (19%) compared to those < 30
years (8.3%) (p < 0.05). In the rectum, younger
people (< 30 years) were more likely to have polyps
compared to those > 50 years (p < 0.01) (Table 2).
20% of patients had polyps in more than one
segment of the colon. Multiples polyps are more
likely to be found in the right colon (14.4%) than in
the left colon (8%) (p = 0.02).

Of the 2298 polyps identified, the most common
histologic type was adenoma (45.3%), with tubular
adenomas found in 83.6% of cases, and
tubulovillous and villous adenomas found in 16.4%
of cases. High-grade dysplasia was seen in 13.8%
of tubular adenomas, it increased to 48.5% in
tubulovillous adenomas, and it was significantly
more prevalent in the left colon than in the right
colon (p=0.005).

Hyperplastic polyps represented 41.7% of cases
followed by inflammatory polyps (11%) and
serrated (2%). Additionally, we found

A history of inflammatory bowel disease in 25.7% of
inflammatory polyps (UC: 87%, Crohn’s disease:
13%). There was no significant difference between
the 2 sexes in terms of histology. We noted a
significant correlation between the location and the
type of polyps. Hyperplastic polyps represented
62.1% and 53.4% of rectal and sigmoid polyps,
respectively. Whereas adenomatous polyps are
predominant in the transverse (52.3%) and
ascending (47.8%) colon. The most common site for
serrated polyps was the transverse colon (6.8%).
No predilection was statistically proven for
inflammatory polyps regarding location. (Table 3).
Regarding the adenomatous polyps, we studied
whether the presence of tubular and
tubulovillous/villous adenomas is more prevalent in
a specific part of the colon. The results showed that
the statistical significance lies in people with rectal
adenomas. In the rectum, tubulovillous and villous
adenomas are more likely to be found (34.7%)
compared to tubular adenomas (20.2%). All other
colonic locations have no predilection for a specific
type of adenoma. (Table 4)

When correlating the histology to the age groups,
hyperplastic polyps were more likely to be found in
the age group 30-50 years old (p < 0.01),
adenomatous polyps in people over 50 years of age
(p < 0.01) and inflammatory polyps in people
younger than 30 years old (p < 0.01) (Table 5).

Adenocarcinomas and/or degenerative polyps were
founded in 5.9% of our sample population. There
was no statistically significant difference between
synchronized cancer and polyps’ type except for
inflammatory polyps where cancer occurred less
likely (5.3% vs. 13.4%, p = 0.043) (Table 6).

Table 1: Polyps’ number according to the age
 Age Group

< 30 years 30-50 years > 50 years

Number 1 polyp Count 66 228 516

% 94.3% 82.9% 69.9%

2 polyps Count 4 36 133

% 5.7% 13.1% 18.0%

3 to 5 polyps Count 0 9 70

% 0.0% 3.3% 9.5%

> 5 polyps Count 0 2 19

% 0.0% 0.7% 2.6%

Total Count 70 275 738

% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Table 2: Polyps’ location according to the age
 Age Group p-value

< 30 years 30 - 50 years > 50 years

  Location Ascending Count 4 20 70 <0.05

% 8.3% 11.8% 19.0%

Transverse Count 0 11 23 0.198

% 0.0% 6.5% 6.3%

Descending Count 4 10 32 0.535

% 8.3% 5.9% 8.7%

Sigmoid Count 12 51 134 0.151

% 25.0% 30.2% 36.4%

Rectum Count 28 77 109 <0.01

% 58.3% 45.6% 29.6%

Table 3: Correlation between polyps’ type and
location

      p-

valueAscending Transverse Descending Sigmoid Rectum

Hyperplastic  Count 34 12 24 124 180 <0.01

% 30.1% 27.3% 38.1% 53.4% 62.1%

Adenoma Count 54 23 29 76 54 <0.01

% 47.8% 52.3% 46.0% 32.8% 18.6%

Serrated Count 4 3 1 4 1 0.017

% 3.5% 6.8% 1.6% 1.7% 0.3%

Inflammatory Count 21 6 9 28 55 0.245

 % 18.6% 13.6% 14.3% 12.1% 19.0%

Table 4: Adenoma subtypes and location
  p-value

Tubular Tubulovillous or Villous

        Location Ascending Count 55 8 0.210

% 24.7% 16.3%

Transverse Count 22 2 0.196

% 9.9% 4.1%

Descending Count 27 5 0.708

% 12.1% 10.2%

Sigmoid Count 74 17 0.839

% 33.2% 34.7%

Rectum Count 45 17 0.028

% 20.2% 34.7%

Table 5: Correlation between polyps’ type and
age.

 <30 years30-50 years>50 yearsp-value

     

Histology

Hyperplastic Count27 146 221 <0.01

% 39.7% 60.1% 36.7%

Adenoma Count11 61 306 <0.01

% 16.2% 25.1% 50.8%

Serrated Count0 3 12 0.398

% 0% 1.2% 2%

InflammatoryCount30 33 63 <0.01

% 44.1% 13.6% 10.5%

Table 6: Correlation between polyps’ type and
synchronized cancer

 Associated Cancer p-value

No Yes

Type Overview Hyperplastic Count 476 32 0.704  

% 40.4% 42.7%

Adenoma Count 518 38 0.261  

% 44.0% 50.7%

Serrated Count 25 1 0.641  

% 2.1% 1.3%

Inflammatory Count 158 4 0.043  

% 13.4% 5.3%

Discussion
Gender: In our study, we noted a male
predominance with a sex ratio (M/F) of 1.38. There
was no statistically significant difference between
the two sexes in terms of polyps’ number, location
and histology. Several studies showed male
predominance [5, 20-22]. It’s well known that
women are less likely to have CRC, advanced
adenomas, and non-advanced adenomas [23].
Heather S. et al demonstrated the predominance of
the male sex in adenoma (63%) and the female sex
in hyperplastic polyps (51.6%) [24]. Laird-Fick et
al. demonstrated that the presence of multiple
polyps was positively associated with the male sex
(p < 0.0001). McCashland TM et al. showed that
right-sided polyps are more prevalent in women
[25].

Age: In this study, the mean age was 57.4 years
and 68% of polyps occurred in patients more than
50 years. The presence of polyps was found to be
strongly associated with old age [26].

A number of polyps: We found that the majority
of our patients had single polyps (75.6%). When
divided into the 3 age groups, we found that single
polyps were more commonly found in young
patients aged less than 30 years (94%), whereas
multiples polyps (³ 2 polyps) were more common in
older patients (30%). According to Lowenfels et al.,
approximately two-thirds of patients had solitary
polyps [27]. And multiple polyps were found to be
more commonly associated with advanced age (p =
0.001) [24].

Location: We found that 74% of polyps were
located in the recto-sigmoid area. In the age group
< 30 years, we noted the highest prevalence of left
colonic polyps compared to the other groups.
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Older patients had more polyps in the right colon (p
< 0.05). Most studies have reported a
preponderance of left-sided polyps [2, 21, 25, 28-
32]. Few studies showed that patients had more
right-sided polyps [24, 33, 34]. In patients over the
age of 50, polyps were most commonly located in
the right colon [35, 36]. Other authors, however,
have found no age-related differences in polyp
distribution [37].

Histology: In our study, adenomas were the most
common type of polyps, with tubular adenomas
being the most common subtype, followed by
hyperplasic polyps. The latter was more prevalent in
patients less than 50 years compared to older age
groups whereas adenomas were more likely to be
found in people over 50 years. When correlating
location and histology, we found that hyperplastic
polyps were more common in the rectum and the
sigmoid colon, while adenomas are more commonly
found in the transverse and right colon, serrated
polyps in the transverse colon and no statistically
significant predilection was found for inflammatory
polyps in regard to location. We also found that, in
the adenomatous polyps’ subtypes, there was a
significant difference between tubular and
tubulovillous/villous adenomas only in the rectum
where tubulovillous and villous adenomas are more
likely to be found. Several studies were consistent
with our results where adenomas were the most
frequent type, and tubular adenomas were the most
common subtype [16, 21, 24, 35, 38].

The prevalence of adenomas increases with age,
especially over the age of 50 [30]. Laird-Fick HS et
al. found that in adults aged 50 years and older,
adenomas were the most common histopathological
finding (59.9 %) [24]. In a large sample of
adenomatous polyps, 76.5% of adenomas were
localized in the left colon while other studies showed
that adenomas and advanced adenomas detected
by screening colonoscopy tended to be located in
the left colon and rectum [39-41]. Hyperplastic
polyps are mainly presented in the left colon and
serrated polyps are predominately located on the
right side of the colon [42-47]. In addition,
tubulovillous and villous adenomas are more likely
to be found in the rectum [39, 48-50].

In our study, high-grade dysplasia was more
commonly seen in tubulovillous adenoma (48.5%),
and it was significantly more prevalent in the left
colon than in the right colon. O'Brien et al.

Showed that left-sided polyps have more chance for
high-grade dysplasia [38]. The increased frequency
of high-grade dysplasia in left-sided colonic
adenomatous polyps was mainly related to the
villous component [38]. Gschwantler M et al.
showed that 86.6% of adenomatous polyps had
low-grade dysplasia and 13.4% had high-grade
dysplasia, also high-grade dysplasia was more
common in left-sided polyps and tubulovillous and
villous architecture were also more prevalent in the
left side colon [39].

We found that hyperplastic polyps were the second
most common type (41%), more commonly found
in the rectosigmoid area and patients aged between
30 and 50 years. Some studies found that
hyperplastic polyps were the most common type of
non-neoplastic polyps [51-53].

The prevalence of hyperplastic polyps in autopsy
studies in individuals younger than 50 years of age
has been documented as 7–40%. In individuals over
the age of 50 years, the prevalence of hyperplastic
polyps is 20–40% usually located in the rectum or
sigmoid colon [54-57]. Williams AR et al found that
the most frequently occurring lesion in the colon is
the hyperplastic polyp [54, 58].

In the current study, inflammatory polyps were
more predominant in patients less than 30 years
and we found a history of inflammatory bowel
disease in 25.7% of inflammatory polyps (UC: 87%,
Crohn’s disease: 13%). Inflammatory polyps are a
common finding in IBD [59]. They are found more
often in UC than in CD, and some authors have
reported a double prevalence in UC as compared
with colonic CD [60]. The peak overall incidence of
inflammatory polyps is at the ages of 20-40 years,
due to the predominant association with IBD [61].

Limitations
It’s a retrospective single-centre study, concerning
the histology of colorectal polyps in Lebanese for 3
years.

Another limitation of this study is the lacking data
concerning the Histology subtype of serrated
polyps

Conclusion
The strength of the study is the large sample size
where the pathological data of 1470 patients with
2298 polyps were analyzed.
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What does this study add to existing
knowledge?

This study gives valuable information on colorectal
polyps in the Lebanese population about age group,
sex predominance, dominant histology, and most
common anatomic location. We noted a male
predominance and mainly in a patient more than 50
years old. The majority of patients had single
polyps, and more than 50% of polyps were localized
in the rectosigmoid. Adenomatous polyps were the
most common type.

This study shows the change in the number, type
and location of polyps depending on the age group
in the Lebanese population.
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